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Abstract. In this paper we analyze a fully practical piecewise linear nite element approxima-
tion involving numerical integration, backward Euler time discretization, and possibly regularization
and relaxation of the following degenerate parabolic equation arising in a model of reactive solute
transport in porous media: nd u(x; t) such that
@tu+ @t[’(u)]−u = f in Ω (0; T ];
u = 0 on @Ω (0; T ] u(; 0) = g() in Ω
for known data Ω  Rd; 1  d  3, f , g, and a monotonically increasing ’ 2 C0(R) \ C1(−1; 0] [
(0;1) satisfying ’(0) = 0, which is only locally Ho¨lder continuous with exponent p 2 (0; 1) at the
origin; e.g., ’(s)  [s]p+. This lack of Lipschitz continuity at the origin limits the regularity of the
unique solution u and leads to diculties in the nite element error analysis.
Key words. nite elements, error analysis, degenerate parabolic problem, porous medium
AMS subject classications. 65M15, 65M60, 35K55, 35K65, 35R35
PII. S0036142993258191
1. Introduction. This is the second of two papers in which we study nite
element approximations of degenerate parabolic systems and equations as they arise
in the modeling of reactive solute transport in porous media. Here we concentrate on
a quasi-stationary equilibrium adsorption reaction leading to
@t(u) + @tv −r:(Dru− qu) = f in QT ;(1.1a)
v = ’(u) in QT ;(1.1b)
supplemented by initial and boundary conditions for the unknown function u, the
dissolved concentration. Here Ω is a bounded domain in Rd; 1  d  3; [0; T ] is a
xed time interval, and Qt  Ω (0; t] for t 2 (0; T ]. For more remarks on the model
we refer to the introduction of Part I [3] and for a complete account to the literature
cited there. The parameter functions ; q; D;  are given and fulll
@t +r:q = 0 ; (x; t)  0 > 0 ; (x)  0 > 0 in QT ;(1.2)
and further conditions such that the linear part of (1.1) denes a uniformly parabolic
operator. The nonlinearity ’|the adsorption isotherm|is monotone nondecreasing,
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but there are typical examples which are not Lipschitz continuous at u = 0 such as
the Freundlich isotherm
’(u)  up for u  0; where  2 R+ and p 2 (0; 1):(1.3)
Thus in general equation (1.1) is degenerate, exhibiting a nite speed of propagation
property, such that a front given by the boundary of the support of u is preserved.
In fact, there is a close relation between equation (1.1) and the well-investigated
(generalized) \porous medium equation" (see, e.g., [1]) which reads
@t[(u)]−u = f in QT(1.4a)
with (u)  sgn(u)juj1=m for some m > 1; i.e., (a model problem of) (1.1) is of the
form (1.4a), and (1.1) and (1.4a) are equivalent if we assume that for some  > 0
0(u)   8 u 2 R; u 6= 0:(1.4b)
A sucient condition for the nite speed of propagation property is
1= 2 L1(0; ) for some  > 0;(1.5)
see [16], which has also been proven to be necessary in the one-dimensional case, and
see [12]. This condition is satised by (1.3); see also section 2. A common description
of chemical nonequilibrium has the form of relaxation kinetics; i.e.,
@tv = k(’(u)− v)(1.6)
with a rate parameter k > 0. Equations (1.1a), (1.6) in general form a degenerate
system with the aforementioned property. In Part I we gave a fairly complete order
of convergence analysis in energy norms for Galerkin nite element approximations
of the system (1.1a), (1.6); based on a technique which is at least applicable for time-
independent and smooth ; q; D. However, the fact that we analyzed the Galerkin
procedure assumes in addition that the system is not convection dominated, where
we would encounter all the well-known diculties. This analysis has been presented
for a model problem, to which we will restrict ourselves later on.
One may expect that for k !1 (Pk)  (1.1a), (1.6) approximates (P)  (1.1).
This may be called a kinetic approximation and will be made rigorous in section 2.
The aim of this paper is to exploit the kinetic approximation as a proof technique
device (and possibly also as an algorithmic device) to study order of convergence
estimates for the problem (P) on the basis of the results of Part I for the relaxed
problem (Pk). There it turned out to be advantageous to introduce a regularized
system (Pk;") obtained by substituting ’ by a Lipschitz continuous ’", diering only
near u = 0. The relaxation is a proof device insofar as the order of convergence
estimates, established for the nite element approximation of (Pk;") for appropriate
k = O(h−γ); " = O(h), where h is the mesh parameter, then carry over to the
corresponding nite element approximation of (P"), the regularized version of (P). We
can improve on these convergence estimates by taking into account a nondegeneracy
(N.D.) condition, which describes the minimal growth of u away from the front. In
the one-dimensional case the following result has been established in [2]. We will
assume later on that ’ is Ho¨lder continuous near u = 0 with exponent p 2 (0; 1). If
in addition the exponent is sharp, i.e.,
’(u)  up for u 2 [0; 0] and for some ; 0 > 0;(1.7)
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then
A"(t)  C"; (N:D:)(1.8a)
where
A"(t) 
Z t
0
m(Ω"(s)) ds;(1.8b)
Ω"(t)  fx 2 Ω : u(x; t) 2 (0; "1=(1−p))g;(1.8c)
and m is the Lebesgue measure.
For ease of exposition we will develop our results for the following model problem,
which keeps the specic diculty of the non-Lipschitz nonlinearity but reduces the
handling of standard terms:
(P) Find u(x; t) such that
@tu+ @t[’(u)]−u = f in QT ;
u = 0 on @Ω (0; T ]; u(; 0) = g() in Ω;
where we make the following assumptions on the given data.
(D1). Ω  Rd; 1  d  3; with either Ω convex polyhedral or @Ω 2 C1;1; f 2
L1(QT ); g 2 L1(Ω) \H10 (Ω), and ’ 2 C0(R) is such that
’(0) = 0; ’(s) > 0 for all s > 0 and ’ is monotonically increasing;(1.9a)
’ 2 C1(−1; 0] [ (0;1);(1.9b)
there exist L 2 R+ and "0; p 2 (0; 1] such that
j’(a)− ’(b)j  Lja− bjp 8 a; b 2 [0; "0]:(1.9c)
Below we gather the further assumptions that we will require at various stages in
the paper.
(D2). In addition to (D1) we assume that f 2 H1(0; T ;L2(Ω)); g 2 H2(Ω) and
that k  k0.
(D3). In addition to (D2) we assume that the constant M in (2.2c) can be chosen
uniformly for all s 2 R. (In view of the bounds (2.5) for u, see Theorem 2.2, this
is always achievable by changing ’(s) for jsj  m = maxf−u; ug.) Let Ωh be a
polyhedral approximation to Ω dened by Ω
h  [2T h  with dist(@Ω; @Ωh)  Ch2,
where T h is a partitioning consisting of regular simplices  with h  diam() and
h  max2T h h. For ease of exposition we assume that Ωh  Ω.
(D4). In addition to (D3) we assume that f 2 H1(0; T ;C0(Ω))\L2(0; T ;H2(Ω)).
We prove our basic error bound for a fully practical approximation to (P) under
assumption (D5).
(D5). In addition to (D4) we assume that T h is such that
(i) for d = 2 it is weakly acute; that is, for any pair of adjacent triangles the sum
of opposite angles relative to the common side does not exceed ;
(ii) for d = 3 the angle between any two faces of the same tetrahedron does not
exceed =2.
We improve on these basic error bounds by replacing (D5) by (D6).
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(D6). In addition to (D5) we assume that
(i) Ω  Rd, d = 1 or 2, and T h is a quasi-uniform partition if d = 2;
(ii) g and f  0;
(iii) ’ 2 C2(0;m] such that ’00(s)  0 for all s 2 (0;m], where m = maxfug; see
(2.5).
We note that in proving the error bounds in this paper, as opposed to the bounds
in, for example, Corollary 3.1 and (4.1), the only place that the acuteness assumption
on the partitioning T h is required is in establishing the bounds (3.7) and (3.8).
The layout of this paper is as follows. In the next section we establish the existence
and uniqueness of a solution to (P) under assumption (D1) by rst establishing these
results for a regularized relaxed version (Pk;"). In addition we recall a number of
useful a priori estimates for (Pk;") under assumptions (D1) and (D2). In section 3
under assumption (D5) we prove error bounds for a continuous in time, continuous
piecewise linear nite element approximation in space involving numerical integration
of (P"). Moreover, we improve on these bounds under assumption (D6). In addition
we note that one can prove superior error bounds for a less practical scheme involving
no numerical integration under assumption (D3). In section 4 we consider a fully
practical approximation involving discretization in time using the backward Euler
method. Finally, in section 5 we report on a numerical experiment.
The most complete order of convergence analysis until now for the nite element
approximation of the porous medium equation involving time discretization and nu-
merical integration has been given in [11]. In fact many of the proof techniques used
in this paper are similar to those used there. However, contrary to our approach, they
consider this approximation directly, taking regularization but not relaxation of the
problem into account. A proviso in the comparison lies in the fact that in some places
we require the mesh to be (weakly) acute, whereas they do not. Our approach rst
leads to their resulting error bounds with a less severe time step constraint; that is,
 = Ch as opposed to their restrictions  = Ch1+p and  = Ch4=(3−p) on not assum-
ing and assuming (N.D.), respectively. Furthermore, under additional assumptions,
see (D6), we can improve on their error bounds in some cases.
Finally, we note that one could employ alternative forms of relaxation not con-
sidered here. The description of a physically caused nonequilibrium may lead to
@tv = k(u− ’−1(v)):(1.10)
For a nonlinearity of the type (1.3), ’−1 is Lipschitz continuous; i.e. (1.1a), (1.10) is
a regular system. This type of relaxation was used in [15] for the Stefan problem. A
semi-implicit time discretization leads to a linear elliptic problem at each time level;
whereas for the relaxation (1.6) considered here, a fully implicit time discretization
leads to a semilinear elliptic problem of the type studied in [9] and [5]. Therefore,
from a computational viewpoint it would seem advisable to use a relaxation based
on (1.10). However, we note that (1.10), as it leads to a regular system, adds a
considerable amount of articial diusion. This has already been reported in [15]. In
[7] a modication of relaxation is proposed to improve on this aspect, which leads to
a nonlinear algorithm at each time level. A relaxation based on (1.6) smears much
less, as it still leads to a problem with a nite speed of propagation. Therefore,
for computational purposes, we have to leave it open whether relaxation, and in
which form, is to be preferred. We stress again that in this paper the relaxation
based on (1.6) is mainly used as a proof technique to establish order of convergence
results for the nite element approximation of (P) (without relaxation), which we are
unable to prove otherwise. As an intermediate step, we obtain the same results for
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an approximation with relaxation. Here the computational complexities of the fully
discrete problems are identical.
Throughout the paper we adopt the standard notation for Sobolev spaces. We
note that the seminorm j  jH1(Ω) and the norm kkH1(Ω) are equivalent on H10 (Ω). The
standard L2 inner product over Ω is denoted by h; i. Throughout C denotes a generic
positive constant independent of " the regularization parameter, k the relaxation
parameter, and h the mesh spacing.
2. The continuous problem. In this section we review the existence and uni-
queness of a solution to (P). In doing so we will develop various bounds that will
be useful in analyzing the error in the nite element approximation of (P). First we
introduce a regularized version of (P) for " 2 (0; "0] ("0 as in (1.9b)):
(P") Find u"(x; t) such that
@tu" + @t[’"(u")]−u" = f in QT ;
u" = 0 on @Ω (0; T ]; u"(; 0) = g"() in Ω;
where g" 2 L1(Ω) \H10 (Ω) is such that
g" ! g in L1(Ω) \H10 (Ω) as "! 0;(2.1a)
jg"jH2(Ω)  C if g 2 H2(Ω);(2.1b)
and ’" 2 C0;1loc (R) is such that
’"(s)  ’(s) for s =2 (0; "1=(1−p));(2.2a)
’"(s) is strictly monotonically increasing on [0; "1=(1−p)];(2.2b)
for m 2 N there exists a M(m) 2 R+ :
’"(b)− ’"(a) M(m)"−1(b− a) for −m  a  b  m:(2.2c)
Note that M can be chosen independently of m if ’0 is bounded in R n (0; ) for some
 > 0. In addition we set
"(s) 
Z s
0
’"() d :
It is a simple matter to deduce from the conditions (2.2) that for all jaj; jbj  m,
[M(m)]−1"j’"(a)− ’"(b)j2  [’"(a)− ’"(b)](a− b) M(m)"−1ja− bj2(2.3a)
and
’"("1=(1−p)) = ’("1=(1−p))  L"p=(1−p)(2.3b)
with L as in (1.9b). The simplest choice for ’" is the linear regularization
’"(s)  "−1=(1−p)’("1=(1−p))s for s 2 (0; "1=(1−p)):(2.4)
In addition it is useful to consider the following problem, in which the reaction
process is relaxed in time with k > 0 being the given relaxation parameter.
(Pk;") Find fuk;"(x; t); vk;"(x; t)g such that
@tuk;" + @tvk;" −uk;" = f in QT ; uk;" = 0 on @Ω (0; T ];
@tvk;" = k(’"(uk;")− vk;") in QT ;
uk;"(; 0) = g"(); vk;"(; 0) = ’"(g"()) in Ω:
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The above problem has been studied in Part I [3]. We adopt the notion of a weak
solution dened there and below we recall some of the results.
THEOREM 2.1. Let assumption (D1) hold. Then for all " 2 (0; "0] and k > 0
there exists a unique weak solution fuk;"; vk;"g to (Pk;") such that
u  uk;"  u and v  vk;"  v in QT ;(2.5)
where u; u; v; v 2 C(Ω) are all independent of " and k. Furthermore, if g" and f  0
one can take u = v = 0.
Proof. This result with u; u; v; v 2 C[0; T ], all independent of " and uniformly
bounded in k, follows from Theorem 2.1 of Part I [3]. Furthermore noting Remark
2.1 of Part I yields the above choice of u; u; v; v. We note for later purposes that u
and u depend only on Ω; jf jL1(QT ) and jg"jL1(Ω):
LEMMA 2.1. Under assumption (D1) we have for all " 2 (0; "0]; k > 0, and
t 2 (0; T ] that
"jr’"(uk;")j2L2(QT ) +
Z T
0
hruk;"(; s);r’"(uk;"(; s))i ds+ h"(uk;"(; t)); 1i
+kj’"(uk;")− vk;"j2L2(QT ) + jvk;"(; t)j2L2(Ω) + k−1j@tvk;"j2L2(QT )  C:(2.6)
Proof. The proof is provided in Lemma 2.1 of Part I [3].
LEMMA 2.2. Let assumption (D2) hold. Then we have for all " 2 (0; "0]; k > 0,
and t 2 (0; T ] that
jruk;"(; t)j2L2(Ω) + j@tuk;"j2L2(QT ) + "j@tvk;"j2L2(QT ) + "j@t[’"(uk;")]j2L2(QT )
+k−1
h
j@tuk;"(; t)j2L2(Ω) + "j@tvk;"(; t)j2L2(Ω) + jr(@tuk;")j2L2(QT )
i
 C:(2.7)
Proof. Noting (2.1b), see Lemma 2.2 in Part I [3].
We will prove existence of solutions of problems (P") or (P) in the following sense.
DEFINITION. u" is a weak solution to (P") if u" 2 L2(0; T ;H10 (Ω)) is such that
’"(u") 2 L2(QT ) and for all test functions  2 L2(0; T ;H10 (Ω))\H1(0; T ;L2(Ω)) with
(; T ) = 0 in ΩZ
QT
f−[u" + ’"(u")]@t +ru":r − fg dx dt− h[g"() + ’"(g"())]; (; 0)i = 0:
A similar denition holds for (P) with u"; ’"(u"), and g" replaced by u, ’(u), and g.
For k 2 R+e  R+ [ f1g and for suciently smooth w we set
kwk2E1(k;t)  jwj2L2(Qt) +
1
2
k−1jw(; t)j2L2(Ω)
and
kwk2E2(k;t)  kwk2E1(k;t) +
1
2
r Z t
0
w(; s) ds
2
L2(Ω)
+ k−1jrwj2L2(Qt):
THEOREM 2.2. Let assumption (D1) hold. Then for all " 2 (0; "0 ] there exists a
unique weak solution u" to (P") and
u  u"  u in QT ;(2.8a)
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where u; u 2 C0(Ω) are all independent of ". Moreover, if g" and f  0 then u"  0
in QT . Furthermore, for all k > 0 and t 2 (0; T ] we have that
ku" − uk;"k2E2(1;t) + "j’"(u")− ’"(uk;")j2L2(Qt) + "j’"(u")− vk;"j2L2(Qt)
 Ck−2j@tvk;"j2L2(QT ) 

Ck−1 if (D1) holds;
C"−1k−2 if (D2) holds:(2.8b)
Proof. Existence of a weak solution u" to (P") follows by letting k !1 in (Pk;"),
from which it is clearly seen from (2.5) that the bounds (2.8a) hold; see [4] for details.
Let e  u1" − u2", where u1"; u2" are two weak solutions of (P"). Then subtracting the
two dening equations and choosing (; t)  R T
t
e(; s) ds yields keuk;"k2E2(1;T )  0 on
noting (2.3a) and hence uniqueness.
Let euk;"  u"− uk;" and evk;"  ’"(u")− vk;". Then subtracting the rst equation
in (Pk;") from (P"), multiplying by
R t
s
euk;"(; ) d, integrating over Qt, where s is the
integration variable in time, and performing integration by parts and noting (2.3a)
and the second equation in (Pk;") yields that
keuk;"k2E2(1;t) + [M(m)]−1"j’"(u")− ’"(uk;")j2L2(Qt)
 keuk;"k2E2(1;t) +
Z t
0
〈
’"(u"(; s))− ’"(uk;"(; s)); euk;"(; s)

ds
=
Z t
0
〈
vk;"(; s)− ’"(uk;"(; s)); euk;"(; s)

ds
= −k−1
Z t
0
〈
@svk;"(; s); euk;"(; s)

ds;(2.9)
where [inf u; supu]  [−m;m]; see Theorem 2.1. Hence the desired result (2.8b)
follows from (2.9), (2.6), and (2.7).
THEOREM 2.3. Let assumption (D1) hold. Then there exists a unique weak solu-
tion u to (P) and for all " 2 (0; "0 ] and t 2 (0; T ] we have that
ku− u"k2E2(1;t) + "j’(u)− ’"(u")j2L2(Qt)
 C A"(t) "(1+p)=(1−p) + Cj[g − g"] + [’(g)− ’"(g")]j2H−1(Ω):(2.10)
In addition, the bounds (2.8a) hold for u, and if g; f  0 then u  0 in QT .
Proof. Existence of a weak solution u to (P) follows by letting " ! 0 in (P"),
from which it is clearly seen that the bounds (2.8a) hold for u; see [4] for details.
Uniqueness follows as for (P") with ’" replaced by ’; see Theorem 2.2.
Finally to show (2.10), let eu  u − u" and ev  ’(u) − ’"(u"). Subtracting
the rst equation in (P") from (P), multiplying by
R t
s
eu(; ) d, integrating over Qt
yields
keuk2E2(1;t) = −
Z t
0
hev(; s); eu(; s)i ds+

eu(; 0) + ev(; 0);
Z t
0
eu(; s) ds

and therefore, noting (2.3a),
keuk2E2(1;t) + [M(m)]−1"jevj2L2(Qt)

Z t
0
hev(; s); ( − u)(; s)i ds+

eu(; 0) + ev(; 0);
Z t
0
eu(; s) ds

 C A"(t) "(1+p)=(1−p) + Cj[g − g"] + [’(g)− ’"(g")]j2H−1(Ω);
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where   ’−1" (’(u)) if ’(u) 2 (0; ’("1=(1−p))) and  u otherwise, and [inf u; supu]
[−m;m].
Next we discuss possible choices of g".
(a) On choosing g" = g it follows from Sobolev embedding, (2.2a), (2.2b), and
(2.3b) that
j[g − g"] + [’(g)− ’"(g")]j2H−1(Ω)  Cj’(g)− ’"(g)j2L(Ω)
 C[m(Ωg;")]2="2p=(1−p);(2.11a)
where Ωg;"  fx 2 Ω : g(x) 2 (0; "1=(1−p))g,  = 1 if d = 1,  > 1 if d = 2, and
 = 6=5 if d = 3. Hence if [m(Ωg;")]2="2p=(1−p)  C A"(T ) "(1+p)=(1−p), that is,
m(Ωg;")  C[A"(T )"]=2;(2.11b)
then it is acceptable to choose g" = g. However, for general g 2 H2(Ω) this choice
leads to an inferior rate of convergence as "! 0 compared with the rst term on the
right-hand side of (2.10).
(b) On choosing g" such that ’"(g") = ’(g) yields that g" = g if g =2 (0; "1=(1−p))
and hence it follows that
j[g − g"] + [’(g)− ’"(g")]j2H−1(Ω)  Cm(Ωg;")"(1+p)=(1−p):(2.12)
However, g" =2 H2(Ω) in general and therefore many of the a priori estimates do not
hold, e.g., (2.7). Below we seek an alternative choice for g".
COROLLARY 2.1. Let assumption (D2) hold. Then for all " 2 (0; "0 ] on choosing
g" 2 H10 (Ω) to be the unique solution of
hrg";ri+ h’"(g"); i = hrg;ri+ h’(g); i 8 2 H10 (Ω)(2.13)
yields that jg − g"jL1(Ω)  "1=(1−p) and
"jg − g"j2H2(Ω) + jg − g"j2H1(Ω) + "j’(g)− ’"(g")j2L2(Ω) + j’(g)− ’"(g")j2H−1(Ω)
 Cm(Ωg;")"(1+p)=(1−p):(2.14a)
Furthermore, if ’(s)  ’"(s) for all s 2 (0; "1=(1−p)), then
g"  g in Ω;(2.14b)
and hence if g; f  0 then uk;"; vk;"; u"  0 in QT .
Proof. From Theorem 2.1 in [9] it follows that jg − g"jL1(Ω)  "1=(1−p). Further-
more we have from (2.3a) that
Cj’(g)− ’"(g")j2H−1(Ω)  jg − g"j2H1(Ω) + C"j’(g)− ’"(g")j2L2(Ω)
 jg − g"j2H1(Ω) + h’(g)− ’"(g");  − g"i
= h’(g)− ’"(g");  − gi
 C"−1j − gj2L2(Ω)  Cm(Ωg;")"(1+p)=(1−p);
where   ’−1" (’(g)) if ’(g) 2 (0; ’("1=(1−p))) and   g otherwise. By elliptic
regularity jg − g"j2H2(Ω)  Cj’(g)− ’"(g")j2L2(Ω). Hence the desired result: (2.14a).
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Equation (2.14b) follows from noting that
jr[g − g"]+j2L2(Ω) = hr(g − g");r[g − g"]+i = h’"(g")− ’(g); [g − g"]+i
 h’(g")− ’(g); [g − g"]+i  0:
Finally (2.14b) and Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 yield that if g; f  0 then uk;"; vk;"; u"  0
in QT .
Throughout the rest of this paper g" is as dened by (2.13). Note that we will
recover the use of g" = g and its interpolant in the nite element approximation if g
satises (2.11b); see Lemma 3.5 and Remark 3.1.
Problem (P) is strongly related to a degenerate problem which has been investi-
gated intensively, the (generalized) porous medium equation
@tw −[(w)] = f in QT ;(2.15)
where  : R! R is continuous and strictly increasing and without loss of generality
(0) = 0. The (classical) porous medium equation is given by (w)  sgn(w)jwjm for
some m > 1. A change of variables yields (1.4a) with  = −1. Obviously (P) is of
the form (1.4a). On the other hand, (1.4a) can be written in the form of (P), if we
assume that  satises (1.9) and, as in [11], for some  > 0
0(s)   8 s 2 R;(2.16)
where we allow for 0(0) = 1; as we can substitute @tu by @tu in the denition of
(P), which amounts to substituting ’ by ’= and scaling t by 1=. Actually, we can
even cast problem (1.4a) in the form of (P) if we only assume for every m > 0
0(s)  (m) > 0 8 s 2 [−m;m]:(2.17)
This condition is satised if, e.g.,  2 C1(R) and 0(s) > 0 for s 6= 0. This can be seen
as follows. As already noted, we can substitute @tu by @tu in the denition of (Pk;"),
(P"), and (P) without aecting the developed theory. In particular the bounds u, u for
the u-component are independent of  and ’. Choose m = maxfjujL1(Ω); jujL1(Ω)g
and  = (m) according to (2.17). This  we take in the denition of (P) and
’  ’() dened by
’()(s) 
8<: (−m) + m s  −m;(s) − s jsj  m;
(m) − m s  m:
(2.18)
Then ’() satises (1.9) if  does so, and as the solution of (P) fullls jujL1(QT )  m,
we have that u+ ’()(u) = (u); i.e., the solution of (1.4a) is the solution (P).
The existence result for (P) in Theorem 2.3 is not new. It is quite comparable
with the basic results for the generalized porous medium equation (compare, e.g.,
[13]). What is of importance for the following is the precise information about its
approximation by (Pk;").
3. A continuous in time nite element approximation. We now consider
the continuous piecewise linear nite element approximation to (Pk;"). Assuming
(D3), we introduce
Sh  f 2 C(Ωh) : j is linear 8  2 T hg
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and
Sh0  f 2 Sh :  = 0 on @Ωhg:
In the analysis that follows we extend  2 Sh from Ωh to Ωh n Ω by zero. Let h :
C0(Ω) ! Sh denote the interpolation operator such that for any w 2 C0(Ω); hw 2
Sh satises
(hw)(xi) = w(xi) 8 nodes xi of the partition T h:
Let P 0h : L
2(Ω)! Sh denote the L2 projection such that for any w 2 L2(Ω), P 0hw 2 Sh
satises 〈
w − P 0hw;

= 0 8 2 Sh:
Let P 1h : H
1
0 (Ω) ! Sh0 denote the H1 seminorm projection such that for any w 2
H10 (Ω), P
1
hw 2 Sh0 satises〈r(w − P 1hw);r = 0 8 2 Sh0 :
We recall the standard approximation results for all  2 T h
jw − hwjWm;q()  Ch2−m jwjW 2;q() for m = 0 and 1 and
8q 2 [1;1] if d  2 and 8q 2 (3=2;1] if d = 3;(3.1a)
jw − P 0hwjL2(Ω)  ChmjwjHm(Ω) form = 0; 1; and 2;(3.1b)
and
jw − P 1hwjL2(Ω) + hjw − P 1hwjH1(Ω)  ChmjwjHm(Ω) for m = 1 and 2;(3.1c)
where in (3.1a) we note the imbedding W 2;1()  C0() in the case d=2; see, for
example, page 300 in [8]. Another result that will be useful later is that
j(I − h)’"()jL2(Ω)  Chjrh[’"()]jL2(Ω) 8 2 Sh0 ;(3.2)
see [6, p. 68].
The standard Galerkin approximation to (Pk;") is then
(Phk;") Find u
h
k;" 2 H1(0; T ;Sh0 ) and vhk;" 2 H1(0; T ;Sh) such that〈
@tu
h
k;" + @tv
h
k;"; 

+
〈ruhk;";r = hf; i 8 2 Sh0 ;〈
@tv
h
k;"; 

= k
〈
’"(uhk;")− vhk;"; 
 8 2 Sh;
uhk;"(; 0) = P 1hg"(); vhk;"(; 0) = P 0h [’"(g"())]:
The above approximation is not practical since it requires the term h’"(uhk;"); i to
be integrated exactly. This is obviously dicult in practice, and it is computationally
more convenient to consider a scheme where numerical integration is applied to all
the terms and the initial data are interpolated as opposed to being projected. Below
we introduce and analyze such a scheme.
For all w1, w2 2 C0(Ωh) we set
hw1; w2ih 
Z
Ωh
h(w1w2)
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as an approximation to hw1; w2i. On setting
jwjh  [hw;wih]1=2 for w 2 C0(Ωh);
we recall the well-known results
jjL2(Ωh)  jjh  C1jjL2(Ωh) 8 2 Sh(3.3a)
and for m = 0 or 1Z
Ωh
12 − h1; 2ih
  C2h1+mk1kH1(Ωh)k2kHm(Ωh) 81; 2 2 Sh:(3.3b)
Assuming (D4), a more practical approximation to (Pk;") than (Phk;") is then
(P^hk;") Find u^
h
k;" 2 H1(0; T ;Sh0 ) and v^hk;" 2 H1(0; T ;Sh) such that〈
@tu^
h
k;" + @tv^
h
k;"; 
h
+
〈ru^hk;";r = hf; ih 8 2 Sh0 ;〈
@tv^
h
k;"; 
h
= k
〈
’"(u^hk;")− v^hk;"; 
h 8 2 Sh;
u^hk;"(; 0) = gh" (); v^hk;"(; 0) = h[’"(gh" ())];
where gh" 2 Sh0 is a suitable approximation to g", the unique solution of (2.13), sat-
isfying jhrgh" ;rij  CjjL2(Ω) for all  2 Sh0 . Hence it follows that jgh" jH1(Ω);
j’"(gh" )jh  C.
THEOREM 3.1. Let assumption (D4) hold. Then for all " 2 (0; "0 ], h > 0
there exists a unique solution fu^hk;"; v^hk;"g to (P^
h
k;") and ju^hk;"jL1(QT ), jv^hk;"jL1(QT ) 
C(h; k).
Proof. The proof is provided in Theorem 3.1 in Part I [3].
LEMMA 3.1. Let assumption (D4) hold. Then we have for all " 2 (0; "0 ], h > 0,
and t 2 (0; T ] that
jru^hk;"(; t)j2L2(Ω) + j@tu^hk;"j2L2(QT ) + "j@tv^hk;"j2L2(QT ) + "j@th[’"(u^hk;")]j2L2(QT )
+k−1
h
j@tu^hk;"(; t)j2L2(Ω) + "j@tv^hk;"(; t)j2L2(Ω) + jr(@tu^hk;")j2L2(QT )
i
 C:(3.4)
Proof. Noting the bounds on gh" above, see Lemma 3.1 in Part I [3].
In order to analyze the approximation (P^
h
k;") it is convenient to introduce an
associated linear problem of (Phk;"):
(Ph;k;") Find u
h;
k;" 2 H1(0; T ;Sh0 ) and vh;k;" 2 H1(0; T ;Sh) such thatD
@tu
h;
k;" + @tv
h;
k;" ; 
E
+
D
ruh;k;" ;r
E
= hf; i 8 2 Sh0 ;D
@tv
h;
k;" ; 
E
= k
D
’"(uk;")− vh;k;" ; 
E
8 2 Sh;
uh;k;"(; 0) = P 1hg"(); vh;k;" (; 0) = P 0h [’"(g"())]:
The existence and uniqueness of fuh;k;" ; vh;k;"g solving (Ph;k;") for all " 2 (0; "0] and
h > 0 is easily established under assumption (D3), and we have the following result.
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LEMMA 3.2. Let assumption (D3) hold. Then we have for all " 2 (0; "0], h > 0,
and t 2 (0; T ] thatuk;" − uh;k;" 2
L2(Qt)
+ h2
r Z t
0
(uk;" − uh;k;")(; s) ds
2
L2(Ω)
 Ch4
h
juk;"j2L2(0;t;H2(Ω)) + jg"j2H2(Ω)
i
 C"−1h4:(3.5)
Proof. The rst inequality in (3.5) is proved in Lemma 3.2 of Part I [3]. Under
the stated assumptions on Ω we have that
kuk;"kL2(0;T ;H2(Ω))  C
j@tuk;"jL2(QT ) + j@tvk;"jL2(QT ) + jf jL2(QT )  C"−1=2;(3.6)
where we have noted (2.7). Hence the desired result (3.5).
Assuming (D5), it is easy to deduce that the stiness matrix fhri;rjigIi;j=1,
where fxigIi=1 are the internal nodes of the partitioning and j 2 Sh0 is such that
j(xi) = ij ; 1  i; j  I, is an M -matrix. From this property one can deduce that
M−1"jrh[’"()]j2L2(Ω)  hr;rh[’"()]i 8 2 Sh0 ;(3.7)
see, e.g., section 2.4.2 of [10]. Furthermore it follows from (3.7), (3.1a), (2.3a), and
(3.2) that, for all w 2 H2(Ω) \H10 (Ω),
M−1"jrh[’"(w)]j2L2(Ω)  hrw;r’"(w)i+ C"−1h2jwj2H2(Ω);(3.8)
see the derivation of (3.12) in Part I [3] for details.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let assumption (D5) hold. Then the unique solution fu^hk;"; v^hk;"g
to (P^
h
k;") , " 2 (0; "0 ], and h > 0 satises the bounds (2.5) with u, u, v, and v 2 C(Ω)
all independent of ", k, and h. In particular, if gh" and f  0 then u^hk;", v^hk;"  0 in
QT .
Proof. See Corollary 3.1 in Part I [3] and compare the proof of Theorem 2.1 for
a justication of the time independence of the bounds.
LEMMA 3.3. Under assumption (D5) we have for all " 2 (0; "0 ] and h > 0,
provided "−1kh2  C, and for all t 2 (0; T ] that
kuh;k;" − u^hk;"k2E2(k;t) + "jh[’"(uk;")− ’"(u^hk;")]j2L2(Qt)
 C["−1 + kgh" k2H1(Ω)]h2 + C[jP 1hg" − gh" j2L2(Ω)
+ sup
2Sh0
fj h’"(g"); i −
〈
’"(gh" ); 
h j = kkH1(Ω)g2]:(3.9)
Proof. The proof is provided in Lemma 3.3 of Part I [3].
We now improve on the bound (3.9) in the physically interesting case of given
data g and f  0 yielding u  0 in QT . Assuming (D6), we set ’" to be the following
quadratic regularization of ’:
’"(s) 

as2 + bs for s 2 [0; ];
’(s) otherwise;(3.10)
where a  −1’0() − −2’(), b  −’0() + 2−1’(), and   "1=(1−p) so that
’" 2 C1[0;1). From (D6)(iii) it follows that ’()  ’0(), which in turn yields
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that 0 < b  C1"−1 and −C2"(p−2)=(1−p)  a  0, (see (2.3b)), and hence ’" satises
the condition (2.2). Therefore all the results proved so far in this paper hold under
assumption (D6). We note for example that ’(s)  sp for s  0 with p 2 (0; 1) and
 2 R+ satises (1.9) and (D6)(iii).
Assuming (D6), it follows for all w 2 H10 (Ω) \W 2;1(Ω) with w(x) 2 [0;m] for
x 2 Ω that
j’"(w)jW 2;1(Ω)  C"−1kwkW 2;1(Ω);(3.11)
see (3.25) in Part I [3]. From (D6)(i) we have the discrete Sobolev imbedding
jjL1(Ω)  C[ln(1=h)]rkkH1(Ω)  C[ln(1=h)]rjrjL2(Ω) 8 2 Sh0 ;(3.12)
where r = 0 if d = 1 and r = 1=2 if d = 2; see, for example, page 67 in [14]. As noted
in Part I [3], the quasi-uniformity restriction is not really restrictive in practice.
LEMMA 3.4. Under assumption (D6) we have for all " 2 (0; "0 ] and h > 0,
provided "−1kh2  C, and for all t 2 (0; T ] that
kuh;k;" − u^hk;"k2E2(k;t) + "jh[’"(uk;")− ’"(u^hk;")]j2L2(Qt)
 Ckh4["−2[ln(1=h)]2rkuk;"k2L2(0;t;W 2;1(Ω)) + kgh" k2H1(Ω)]
+C[ P 1hg" − gh" 2L2(Ω) + sup
2Sh0
n
j h’"(g"); i −
〈
’"(gh" ); 
h j = kkH1(Ω)o2 ]:(3.13)
Proof. The proof is provided in Lemma 3.4 of Part I [3].
One can also consider the corresponding approximation without relaxing the re-
action:
(P^h" ) Find u^
h
" 2 H1(0; T ;Sh0 ) such that〈
@tu^
h
" + @t[’"(u^
h
" )]; 
h
+
〈ru^h" ;r = hf; ih 8 2 Sh0 ;
u^h" (; 0) = gh" ():
We have the following result.
THEOREM 3.2. Let assumption (D4) hold. Then for all " 2 (0; "0 ] and h > 0
there exists a unique solution u^h" to (P^
h
" ). Moreover, for all t 2 (0; T ] we have that
ku^h" − u^hk;"k2E2(1;t) + "jh[’"(u^h" )− ’"(u^hk;")]j2L2(Qt) + "jh[’"(u^h" )]− v^hk;"j2L2(Qt)
 Ck−2j@tv^hk;"j2L2(QT )  C"−1k−2:(3.14)
In addition, under assumption (D5) u^h" satises the bounds in (2.8a). In partic-
ular, if gh" and f  0 then u^h"  0 in QT .
Proof. Existence and uniqueness of a solution to (P^
h
" ) follows from a discrete
analogue of Theorem 2.2. The rst inequality in (3.14) is a discrete analogue of the
rst inequality in (2.8b). The second inequality in (3.14) follows from (3.4). The
bounds in (2.8a) follow from (3.14), the equivalence of norms on Sh, and Corollary
3.1.
LEMMA 3.5. Let assumption (D4) hold. Then for all " 2 (0; "o] and h > 0 let
"^ 2 (0; "] and h^ 2 (0; h] be such that
[m(Ωg;"^)]2="^2p=(1−p)  CA"(T )"(1+p)=(1−p);(3.15a)
h^  C("^=")1=2h;(3.15b)
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where  = 1 if d = 1,  > 1 if d = 2, and  = 6=5 if d = 3. Let T h^ be a subpartitioning
of T h consisting of regular simplices ^ with h^  diam(^) and h^  max^2T hˆ h^,
such that Ω
h  [2T h  [^2T hˆ ^ and  = [^ for all  2 T h. Let Sh^ be the
associated continuous piecewise linear space, h^ : C
0(Ω
h
)! Sh^ be the corresponding
interpolation operator, and Ω^g;"  [^2T hˆg;" ^, where T
h^
g;"  f^ 2 T h^ : ^ \ Ωg;" 6= ;g.
Then we have on choosing gh" 2 Sh0 to be the unique solution of〈rgh" ;r + 〈’"(gh" ); h
= hrhg;ri+ h’"(g); ih +
Z
Ω^g;"
h^[’"^(g)− ’"(g)] 8 2 Sh0(3.16a)
that j 〈rgh" ;r j  CjjL2(Ω) for all  2 Sh0 as required in (P^k;"). In addition if
assumption (D5) holds and ’"^(s)  ’"(s) for all s 2 (0; "1=(1−p)), then
gh"  hg in Ω;(3.16b)
and hence if g, f  0 then u^hk;", v^hk;", u^h"  0 in QT . Furthermore, provided "−1h2  C,
we have that
jP 1hg" − gh" j2L2(Ω) + sup
2Sh0
nh’"(g"); i − 〈’"(gh" ); h = kkH1(Ω)o2
 CA"(T )"(1+p)=(1−p)
+

C"−1h2
C"−2h4[ln(1=h)]2r if
(D5)
(D6) hold for both T
h and T h^:(3.17)
Proof. Choosing   gh" in (3.16a) yields that kgh" kH1(Ω)  C, as g 2 H2(Ω),
and hence j’"(gh" )jh  C. By noting that j hrhg;ri j  jgjH2(Ω)jjL2(Ω), (see,
e.g., (3.4c) in Part I [3]), it follows that j 〈rgh" ;r j  CjjL2(Ω) for all  2 Sh0 .
The result (3.16b) is a discrete analogue of (2.14b) and follows from choosing  PI
j=1[g(xj) − gh" (xj)]+ j in (3.16a) and noting that the stiness matrix is an M -
matrix. Equation (3.16b) and Corollary 3.1 yield that if g, f  0 then u^hk;", v^hk;",
u^h"  0 in QT .
From (2.13) and (3.16a) we have that〈r(P 1h [g" − g]− [gh" − hg]);r+ hh’"(g"); i − 〈’"(gh" ); hi
= h’(g)− ’"^(g); i+
h
h’"(g); i − h’"(g); ih
i
+
Z
Ω^g;"
(I − h^)[’"^(g)− ’"(g)] 8 2 Sh0 ;(3.18a)
that is, 〈r(P 1hd" − dh" );r+ 〈’"(g")− ’"(gh" ); h = h’(g)− ’"^(g); i
+
h
h’"(g); i − h’"(g); ih
i
−
h
h’"(g"); i − h’"(g"); ih
i
+
Z
Ω^g;"
(I − h^)[’"^(g)− ’"(g)] 8 2 Sh0 ;(3.18b)
where d"  g" − g 2 H2(Ω), noting Corollary 2.1, and dh"  gh" − hg 2 Sh0 .
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Similarly to (2.11a) it follows that
j h’(g)− ’"^(g); i j  Cj’(g)− ’"^(g)jH−1(Ω)kkH1(Ω)
 C[m(Ωg;"^)]1="^p=(1−p)kkH1(Ω):(3.19)
Assuming (D5) it follows from (3.2), (3.1a), and (2.2c) that for all w 2 H2(Ω) \
H10 (Ω) and for "
−1h2  C
j(I − h)’"(w)jL2(Ω)  j(I − h)’"(hw)jL2(Ω) + j’"(w)− ’"(hw)jL2(Ω)
 Chjr[h’"(w)]jL2(Ω) + C"−1h2jwjH2(Ω)
 C"−1=2h[1 + kwkH2(Ω)];(3.20a)
since (3.8) implies that
"jr[h’"(w)]j2L2(Ω)  −C hw;’"(w)i+ C"−1h2jwj2H2(Ω)
 C[1 + kwk2H2(Ω)]:(3.20b)
Hence (3.20a), (3.20b), and (3.3b) yield that
j h’"(w); i − h’"(w); ih j  j h(I − h)’"(w); i j+j hh’"(w); i − h’"(w); ih j
 C"−1=2h[1 + kwkH2(Ω)]kkH1(Ω):(3.21)
As (D5) holds also for T h^ and (3.15) yields that "−1h^2  "^−1h^2  C"−1h2, we have
similarly to (3.20) thatZ
Ω^g;"
(I − h^)[’"^(g)− ’"(g)]  C"^−1=2h^ [1 + kgkH2(Ω)] kkL2(Ω):(3.22)
Choosing   P 1hd" − dh" in (3.18b) and noting (2.3a), (3.19), (3.21), (3.22), (3.15a),
(3.15b), and (3.1c) yield that
jP 1hd" − dh" j2H1(Ω) + C"j’"(g")− ’"(gh" )j2h
 jP 1hd" − dh" j2H1(Ω) +
〈
’"(g")− ’"(gh" ); g" − gh"
h
〈’"(g")− ’"(gh" ); (I − P 1h )d"h+CA"(T )"(1+p)=(1−p)+C"−1h2
 CA"(T )"(1+p)=(1−p) + C"−1h2:(3.23)
Under assumption (D6) we have in place of (3.20a), after noting (3.1a) and (3.11),
that
j(I − h)’"(w)jL1(Ω)  Ch2j’"(w)jW 2;1(Ω)  C"−1h2kwkW 2;1(Ω):(3.24)
Hence in place of (3.21), we have on noting (3.12), (3.3b), and (3.20b) that
j h’"(w); i − h’"(w); ih j  j h(I − h)’"(w); i j+j hh’"(w); i − h’"(w); ih j
 C"−1h2[ln(1=h)]rkwkH2(Ω)kkH1(Ω):(3.25)
Similarly, in place of (3.22) we have thatZ
Ω^g;"
(I − h^)[’"^(g)− ’"(g)]  C"^−1h^2[ln(1=h)]rkgkH2(Ω)kkH1(Ω):(3.26)
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Therefore, similarly to (3.23), it follows that
jP 1hd" − dh" j2H1(Ω) + C"j’"(g")− ’"(gh" )j2h
 CA"(T )"(1+p)=(1−p) + C"−2h4[ln(1=h)]2r:(3.27)
Combining (3.18a), (3.19), (3.15), (3.21), (3.22), (3.23), (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27)
yields the desired result (3.17).
Remark 3.1. First we note the construction of gh" as in (3.16a) is fully practical.
Furthermore, in line with (2.11b) if [m(Ωg;")]2=  CA"(T )", then one can choose
"^ = " and hence gh"  hg in this case.
Second we note that (a) the linear regularization (2.4) and (b) the quadratic
regularization (3.10) are such that ’(s)  ’"^(s)  ’"(s) for all s 2 (0; "1=(1−p)) and
"^ 2 (0; "] if (a) ’00(s) < 0 and (b) ’000(s) > 0 for all s 2 (0; "1=(1−p)), respectively.
These hold for the model case ’(s)  sp for s 2 (0; "1=(1−p)).
THEOREM 3.3. On choosing gh" in (P^
h
k;") as dened by (3.16a), we have for all
" 2 (0; "0] and h > 0, provided "−1kh2  C, and for all t 2 (0; T ]
(i) under assumption (D5)
ku− u^hk;"k2E2(1;t) + "j’(u)− h[’"(u^hk;")]j2L2(Qt)
 C["(1+p)=(1−p)fA"(T ) +m(Ωg;")g+ "−1(k−2 + h2)]:(3.28)
(ii) under assumption (D6)
ju− u^hk;"j2L2(Qt)  E;
Z t
0
(u− u^hk;")(; s) ds
2
H1(Ω)
 minfE; "−1h2g;(3.29a)
and
"j’(u)− h[’"(u^hk;")]j2L2(Qt)  minfE; h2g;(3.29b)
where
E  C["(1+p)=(1−p)fA"(T ) +m(Ωg;")g+ "−1k−2 + "−3kh4[ln(1=h)]2r];(3.29c)
r = 0 if d = 1, and r = 1=2 if d = 2.
Proof. It follows similarly to (3.20) that
j’"(uk;")− h[’"(uk;")]j2L2(Qt)
 Ch2jr[h’"(uk;")]j2L2(Qt) + C"−2h4juk;"j2L2(0;t;H2(Ω))  C"−1h2(3.30a)
since (3.6), (2.6), (2.7), and (3.8) yield that
kuk;"k2L2(0;t;H2(Ω))  Ck and jr[h’"(uk;")]j2L2(Qt)  C"−1:(3.30b)
The results (3.28) and (3.29) then follow immediately from combining (2.10), (2.14a),
(2.8b), (3.5), (3.6), (3.17), (3.30a) with (3.9) and (3.13), respectively.
COROLLARY 3.3a. Let assumption (D5) hold. Then for all h > 0 and t 2 (0; T ]
(i) under no assumptions on nondegeneracy and on choosing " = Ch1−p  "0 and
k = Ch−1, we have that
ju− u^hk;"jL2(QT ) +
Z t
0
(u− u^hk;")(; s) ds

H1(Ω)
 Ch(1+p)=2(3.31a)
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and
j’(u)− h[’"(u^hk;")]jL2(QT )  Chp:(3.31b)
(ii) Assuming (N.D.) and that m(Ωg;")  C", then on choosing " = Ch2(1−p)=(3−p) 
"0 and k = Ch−1 we have that
ju− u^hk;"jL2(QT ) +
Z t
0
(u− u^hk;")(; s) ds

H1(Ω)
 Ch2=(3−p)(3.32a)
and
j’(u)− h[’"(u^hk;")]jL2(QT )  Ch(1+p)=(3−p):(3.32b)
Proof. The results follow directly from (3.28).
COROLLARY 3.3b. Let assumption (D6) hold. Then for all h > 0 and t 2 (0; T ]
(i) under no assumptions on nondegeneracy and on choosing
" = Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg2(1−p)=(5−2p)  "0 and k = Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg−2=(5−2p)
we have for all p 2 (1=2; 1 ] that
ju− u^hk;"jL2(QT )  Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg(1+p)=(5−2p);(3.33a) Z t
0
(u− u^hk;")(; s) ds

H1(Ω)
 Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg3=[2(5−2p)];(3.33b)
and
j’(u)− h[’"(u^hk;")]jL2(QT )  Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rgq=(5−2p);(3.33c)
where q = minf2p; 3=2g.
(ii) Assuming (N.D.) and that m(Ωg;")  C", then on choosing
" = Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg4(1−p)=(13−7p)  "0
and
k = Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg−2(3−p)=(13−7p)
we have for all p 2 (1=3; 1 ] that
ju− u^hk;"jL2(QT )  Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg4=(13−7p);(3.34a) Z t
0
(u− u^hk;")(; s) ds

H1(Ω)
 Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg3(3−p)=[2(13−7p)];(3.34b)
and
j’(u)− h[’"(u^hk;")]jL2(QT )  Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rgq=(13−7p);(3.34c)
where q = minf2(p+ 1); 3(3− p)=2g.
Proof. The results follow directly from (3.29).
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We note that (3.33a) and (3.33c) improve on (3.31a) and (3.31b), and (3.34a) and
(3.34c) improve on (3.32a) and (3.32b).
THEOREM 3.4. For all h > 0 and t 2 (0; T ] the error bounds (3.31){(3.34) hold
under the stated assumptions and choices of " with u^hk;" replaced by u^
h
" .
Proof. The above error bounds follow by combining (3.14) with (3.31){(3.34).
Remark 3.2. Of course the above analysis simplies for fuhk;"; vhk;"g and uh" the
unique solutions of the less practical schemes (Phk;") and (P
h
" ), respectively. ((P
h
" ) is
the same as (P^
h
" ) but with all the required integrals performed exactly.) In addition
one can improve on the error bounds above (see [3, Remark 3.1]).
4. A fully discrete and practical nite element approximation. In this
section we analyze the following fully discrete practical approximation to (Pk;") with
time step  = T=N :
(P^h;k;" ) For n = 1! N nd u^h;nk;" 2 Sh0 and v^h;nk;" 2 Sh such that
−1
D
(u^h;nk;" − u^h;n−1k;" ) + (v^h;nk;" − v^h;n−1k;" ); 
Eh
+
D
ru^h;nk;" ;r
E
= hfn; ih 8 2 Sh0 ;
−1
D
v^h;nk;" − v^h;n−1k;" ; 
Eh
= k
D
’"(u^
h;n
k;" )− v^h;nk;" ; 
Eh
8 2 Sh;
u^h;0k;"() = gh" () v^h;0k;" () = h[’"(gh" ())];
where fn()  f(; n).
Let U^k;" 2 L1(0; T ;Sh0 ) and V^k;" 2 L1(0; T ;Sh) be such that for n = 1! N
U^k;"(; t)  u^h;nk;" () and V^k;"(; t)  v^h;nk;" () if t 2 ((n− 1); n ]
and U^Lk;" 2 C0([0; T ];Sh0 ) and V^ Lk;" 2 C0([0; T ];Sh) be such that for n = 1! N
U^Lk;"(; t)  [(t− (n− 1))u^h;nk;" () + (n − t)u^h;n−1k;" ()]= if t 2 [(n− 1); n ]
and
V^ Lk;"(; t)  [(t− (n− 1))v^h;nk;" () + (n − t)v^h;n−1k;" ()]= if t 2 [(n− 1); n ]:
Then (P^
h;
k;" ) can be restated: for almost every t 2 (0; T ],D
@tU^
L
k;" + @tV^
L
k;"; 
Eh
+
D
rU^k;";r
E
=
D
f^ ; 
Eh
8 2 Sh0 ;D
@tV^
L
k;"; 
Eh
= k
D
’"(U^k;")− V^k;"; 
Eh
8 2 Sh;
U^Lk;"(; 0) = gh" (); V^ Lk;"(; 0) = h[’"(gh" ())];
where f^(; t)  fn()  f(; n) if t 2 ((n− 1); n ], n = 1! N .
THEOREM 4.1. Let assumption (D4) hold. Then for all " 2 (0; "0 ], h and  > 0,
there exists a unique solution fU^k;"; V^k;"g to (P^h;k;" ). Moreover, if assumption (D5)
holds, then
U  U^k;"  U and V  V^k;"  V in QT ;(4.1)
where U , U , V , and V 2 R are independent of h,  , ", and k. In particular, if gh"
and f  0 then one can take U = V = 0.
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Proof. The proof is provided in Theorem 4.1 in Part I [3].
LEMMA 4.1. Under assumption (D4) we have for all " 2 (0; "0 ], h,  > 0 and
m = 0! N that
ku^hk;" − U^k;"k2E2(k;m)+ "jh[’"(u^hk;")− ’"(U^k;")]j2L2(Qm )+ "kv^hk;" − V^k;"k2E1(k;m)
 C2
n
j@tu^hk;"j2L2(QT ) + ( + k−1)−1jr(@tu^hk;")j2L2(QT )
+j@th[’"(u^hk;")]j2L2(QT ) + j@tv^hk;"j2L2(QT ) + j@t[hf ]j2L2(QT )
o
:
Proof. The proof is provided in Lemma 4.1 in Part I [3].
COROLLARY 4.1. Under assumption (D4) we have for all " 2 (0; "0 ], h,  > 0,
and m = 0! N that
ku^hk;" − U^k;"k2E2(k;m) +"jh[’"(u^hk;")− ’"(U^k;")]j2L2(Qm ) + "kv^hk;" − V^k;"k2E1(k;m)
 C["−1 + ( + k−1)−1k]2:(4.2)
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 4.1 and (3.4).
Below we will present an alternative bound to (4.2). First, we prove an analogue
of Lemma 3.1.
LEMMA 4.2. Under assumption (D4) we have for all " 2 (0; "0 ], h,  > 0, and
t 2 (0; T ] that
jrU^k;"(; t)j2L2(Ω) + j@tU^Lk;"j2L2(QT ) + "j@tV^ Lk;"j2L2(QT )
+"
NX
n=1
h h’"(U^Lk;"(; n))− ’"(U^Lk;"(; (n− 1)))i = 2
L2(Ω)
+k−1
h
j@tU^Lk;"(; t)j2L2(Ω) + "j@tV^ Lk;"(; t)j2L2(Ω)
i
 C[1 + (k)−1]:(4.3)
Proof. We adapt the proof given for Lemma 2.2 in Part I [3]. We adopt the
dierence notation D+t u^
h;n
k;"  (u^h;n+1k;" − u^h;nk;" )= , D−t u^h;nk;"  (u^h;nk;" − u^h;n−1k;" )= , and
2t  D+t D−t and note that
mX
n=1
[(an − an−1)an] = 1
2
"
(am)2 − (a0)2 +
mX
n=1
(an − an−1)2
#
:(4.4)
Subtracting successive equations in (P^
h;
k;" ) yields for n = 1! N − 1
h2t [u^h;nk;" + v^h;nk;" ]; ih + hrD+t u^h;nk;" ;ri = hD+t fn; ih 8 2 Sh0 ;(4.5a)
h2t v^h;nk;" ; ih = khD+t [’"(u^h;nk;" )− v^h;nk;" ]; ih 8 2 Sh;(4.5b)
and hence
hk−12t u^h;nk;" +D+t [u^h;nk;" + ’"(u^h;nk;" )]; ih + hk−1rD+t u^h;nk;" +ru^h;n+1k;" ;ri
= hfn+1 + k−1D+t fn; ih 8 2 Sh0 :(4.6)
Choosing   D+t u^h;nk;" in (4.6) and summing from n = 1 ! m, we note (4.4) yields
for m = 1! N − 1 that
1
2
k−1
"
jD+t u^h;mk;" j2h + 2
mX
n=1
j2t u^h;nk;" j2h − jD+t u^h;0k;" j2h
#
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+
1
2
"
jru^h;m+1k;" j2L2(Ω) + ( + 2k−1)
mX
n=1
jr(D+t u^h;nk;" )j2L2(Ω) − jru^h;1k;" j2L2(Ω)
#
+ 
mX
n=1
hD+t [u^h;nk;" + ’"(u^h;nk;" )]; D+t u^h;nk;" ih = 
mX
n=1
hfn+1 + k−1D+t fn; D+t u^h;nk;" ih
and hence
k−1jD+t u^h;mk;" j2h+
mX
n=0
jD+t u^h;nk;" j2h+jru^h;m+1k;" j2L2(Ω)+2
mX
n=0
hD+t [’"(u^h;nk;" )]; D+t u^h;nk;" ih
 ( + k−1)jD+t u^h;0k;" j2h + 2hD+t [’"(u^h;0k;")]; D+t u^h;0k;"ih
+jru^h;1k;" j2L2(Ω) + 
mX
n=1
jfn+1 + k−1D+t fnj2h:(4.7)
Next we note from the rst equations in (P^
h;
k;" ) and the initial conditions that
(1 + k)hD+t v^h;0k;" ; ih = khD+t [’"(u^h;0k;")]; ih 8 2 Sh(4.8a)
and hence
hD+t u^h;0k;" ; ih +
k
1 + k
hD+t [’"(u^h;0k;")]; ih + hru^h;1k;" ;ri = hf1; ih 8 2 Sh0 :(4.8b)
In addition it follows from (2.3a) that for n = 0! N − 1
M−1"jD+t [’"(u^h;nk;" )]j2h  hD+t [’"(u^h;nk;" )]; D+t u^h;nk;" ih:(4.9)
Choosing   D+t u^h;0k;" in (4.8b) and noting (4.9) and Lemma 3.5 yield that
 jD+t u^h;0k;" j2h + 2
k
1 + k
hD+t [’"(u^h;0k;")]; D+t u^h;0k;"ih + jru^h;1k;" j2L2(Ω)
 jrgh" j2L2(Ω) +  jf1j2h  C:(4.10)
From (4.7), (4.9), (4.10), and the assumptions on f it follows that
k−1jD+t u^h;mk;" j2h + 
mX
n=0
jD+t u^h;nk;" j2h + jru^h;m+1k;" j2L2(Ω) + "
mX
n=0
jD+t [’"(u^h;nk;" )]j2h
 C
"
1 + (k)−1 + 
NX
n=1
jfn+1 + k−1D+t fnj2h
#
 C 1 + (k)−1 :(4.11)
Choosing   D+t v^h;nk;" in (4.5b) and summing from n = 1 ! m, we note (4.4)
yields for m = 1! N − 1 that
k−1jD+t v^h;mk;" j2h + 
mX
n=1
jD+t v^h;nk;" j2h  k−1jD+t v^h;0k;" j2h + 
mX
n=1
jD+t [’"(u^h;nk;" )]j2h:
Hence noting (4.8a) we obtain for m = 1! N − 1 that
k−1jD+t v^h;mk;" j2h + 
mX
n=0
jD+t v^h;nk;" j2h  
mX
n=0
jD+t [’"(u^h;nk;" )]j2h:(4.12)
Combining (4.11) and (4.12) and noting (3.3a) yields the desired result (4.3).
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LEMMA 4.3. Under assumption (D5) we have for all " 2 (0; "0 ], h,  > 0 and for
m = 0! N that
ku^hk;" − U^k;"k2E2(k;m) + "jh[’"(u^hk;")− ’"(U^k;")]j2L2(Qm )+"kv^hk;" − V^k;"k2E1(k;m)
 C("−12 + "−1k−1 + k−2):(4.13)
Proof. Let Eu  u^hk;"− U^k;", ELu  u^hk;"− U^Lk;", Ev  v^hk;"− V^k;", ELv  v^hk;"− V^ Lk;",
and Ef  f − f^ . First, we note that
jU^Lk;" − U^k;"j2L2(QT ) =
NX
n=1
Z n
(n−1)
(n − t)2j@tU^Lk;"j2dt  2j@tU^Lk;"j2L2(QT )(4.14a)
and the equivalent result with U replaced by V . Hence it follows from (4.3) that
jU^Lk;" − U^k;"j2L2(QT ) + "jV^ Lk;" − V^k;"j2L2(QT )  C[2 + k−1 ]:(4.14b)
Similarly we have jEf j2L2(QT )  C2.
It follows from (P^
h
k;") and (P^
h;
k;" ) that E
L
u (; 0) = 0, ELv (; 0) = 0, and for almost
every t 2 (0; T ]
h@tELu + @tELv ; ih + hrEu;ri = hEf ; ih 8 2 Sh0 ;(4.15a)
h@tELv ; ih = kh[’"(u^hk;")− ’"(U^k;")]− Ev; ih 8 2 Sh:(4.15b)
Choosing   R t
s
Eu(; ) d in (4.15a) and integrating over (0; t) in time, where
s is the integration variable in time, yields thatZ t
0
jEu(; s)j2h ds+
1
2
jr
Z t
0
Eu(; s) dsj2L2(Ω)
=
Z t
0

[U^Lk;" − U^k;" − ELv ](; s) +
Z s
0
Ef (; ) d;Eu(; s)
h
ds:(4.16)
Similarly, choosing   Eu in (4.15a) yields that
1
2
jELu (; t)j2h +
Z t
0
jrEu(; s)j2L2(Ω) ds
=
Z t
0
D
[U^k;" − U^Lk;"](; s); @sELu (; s)
Eh
+
〈
[Ef − @sELv ](; s); Eu(; s)
h
ds:(4.17)
From (4.16), (4.17), (4.15b), (3.4), (4.3), and (4.14b) it follows thatZ t
0
jEu(; s)j2h ds+
1
2
jr
Z t
0
Eu(; s) dsj2L2(Ω)
+k−1

1
2
jELu (; t)j2h +
Z t
0
jrEu(; s)j2L2(Ω) ds

+
Z t
0
D
’"(u^hk;"(; s))− ’"(U^k;"(; s)); Eu(; s)
Eh
ds
=
Z t
0
D
[(U^Lk;" − U^k;") + (V^ Lk;" − V^k;")](; s); Eu(; s)
Eh
ds
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+k−1
Z t
0
D
[U^k;" − U^Lk;"](; s); @sELu (; s)
Eh
ds
+
Z t
0

k−1Ef (; s) +
Z s
0
Ef (; ) d;Eu(; s)
h
ds
 C["−1 + (k)−1][2 + k−1 ]  C("−12 + "−1k−1 + k−2):(4.18)
The desired result for u in (4.13) then follows from (4.18), (3.3a), and (2.3a).
Similarly, choosing   Ev in (4.15b) yields that
1
2
k−1jELv (; t)j2h +
Z t
0
jEv(; s)j2h ds
=
Z t
0
D
’"(u^hk;"(; s))− ’"(U^k;"(; s)); Ev(; s)
Eh
ds
+k−1
Z t
0
D
[V^k;" − V^ Lk;"](; s); @sELv (; s)
Eh
ds:(4.19)
The desired result for v in (4.13) then follows from (4.19), the result for u in (4.13),
(4.14b), (4.3), (3.4), and (3.3a).
THEOREM 4.2.
(a) Let assumption (D5) hold. Then for the stated choices of " and k, we have
that the error bounds (3.31) and (3.32) hold for t = m , m = 0 ! N , with u^hk;"
replaced by U^k;" with   Ck−1 = Ch.
(b) Let assumption (D6) hold. Then for the stated choices of " and k, we have that
the error bounds (3.33) with   Ck−1 = Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg2=(5−2p) and p 2 (1=2; 1]
and (3.34) with   Ck−1 = Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg2(3−p)=(13−7p) and p 2 (1=3; 1] hold for
t = m , m = 0! N , with u^hk;" replaced by U^k;".
Proof. These results follow from (4.13), (3.22), and (3.23). We note that using
(4.2) in place of (4.13) leads to a more restrictive bound on  .
Finally we extend the above results to the problem
(P^h;" ) For n = 1! N nd u^h;n" 2 Sh0 such that
−1
〈
(u^h;n" − u^h;n−1" ) + [’"(u^h;n" )− ’"(u^h;n−1" )]; 
h
+
〈ru^h;n" ;r=hfn; ih 8 2 Sh0 ;
u^h;0" () = gh" ():
THEOREM 4.3. Let assumption (D4) hold. Then for all " 2 (0; "0 ], h, and  > 0
there exists a unique solution U^" to (P^
h;
" ). In addition for m = 0! N we have that
kU^" − U^k;"k2E2(1;m) + "
h[’"(U^")− ’"(U^k;")]2
L2(Qm )
+ "
h[’"(U^")]− V^k;"2
L2(Qm )
 Ck−2j@tV^k;"j2L2(QT )  C"−1k−2[1 + (k)−1]:(4.20)
Moreover, under assumption (D5) we have the following:
(i) the rst bound in (4.1) holds true for U^". In particular, if gh" and f  0 then
U^"  0 in QT ;
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(ii) on choosing  = Ch, the error bounds (3.31) and (3.32) hold for t = m ,
m = 0! N , under the stated choices of " with u^hk;" replaced by U^".
Furthermore, under assumption (D6) we have that the following error bounds hold
with u^hk;" replaced by U^" for t = m , m = 0! N , under the stated choices of ":
(i) (3.33) for p 2 (1=2; 1] and  = Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg2=(5−2p);
(ii) (3.34) for p 2 (1=3; 1] and  = Cfh2[ln(1=h)]rg2(3−p)=(13−7p).
Proof. Existence and uniqueness of a solution to (P^
h;
" ) follows as in the proof
of Theorem 4.1 of Part I [3]. The rst inequality in (4.20) is a discrete analogue of
the rst inequality in (2.8b) and is proved in a similar way. The second inequality in
(4.20) follows from (4.3). The rst bound in (4.1) follows from (4.20) and from the
equivalence of norms on Sh. The above error bounds follow by combining (4.20) with
Theorem 4.2.
As stated in sections 1 and 2, problem (P) is equivalent to the generalized porous
medium equation, whose nite element approximation by (P^
h;
" ) is analyzed in [11].
There the error bounds (3.31a) and (3.32a) for u^hk;" replaced by U^" are proved under
the same choices of ", but with  = Ch1+p and  = Ch4=(3−p), respectively. Therefore
Theorem 4.3 above improves on these results as we require only  = Ch. As stated
previously we have assumed that the mesh is (weakly) acute, whereas they do not.
Furthermore, under additional assumptions we have the improved error bounds (3.33)
and (3.34).
Remark 4.1. For the numerical computations it seems to be advantageous to use
the unrelaxed form (P^
h;
" ) instead of the relaxed form (P^
h;
k;" ), as the unknown v does
not appear. However, note that for a xed time level n the set of equations in (P^
h;
k;" )
is equivalent to
−1

(u^h;nk;" − u^h;n−1k;" ) +
k
1 + k
(’"(u^
h;n
k;" )− v^h;n−1k;" ); 
h
+
D
ru^h;nk;" ;r
E
= hfn; ih 8 2 Sh0 ;
v^h;nk;" =
k
1 + k
h[’"(u^
h;n
k;" )] +
1
1 + k
v^h;n−1k;" :
This means that the computational complexity of both variants is nearly identical.
5. A numerical experiment. Finally we discuss some numerical experiments.
As an example we take a transformation of the well-known Barenblatt solution,
w(x; t) = (t+ 1)
−1
m+1
241− m− 1
2m(m+ 1)
 
x
(t+ 1)
1
m+1
!235 1m−1
+
;
of the classical porous medium equation (2.15) with (w)  sgn(w)jwjm, m > 1, and
f  0 in one space dimension; see, e.g., [1]. Then u  wm can be interpreted as a
solution of problem (P) with
’(s) 

[ms1=m − s]+ if s  1;
m− 1 if s  1
and for the appropriate choice of QT and initial condition g if −u is replaced by
−mu or, equivalently, a time scaling is performed. As one can take u = 0 and
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TABLE 5.1.
h−1 p = 0:1 p = 0:3 p = 0:5
(D5) 0.69 (D5) 0.74 (D5) 0.80 (D6) 0.84
Eh  104 h Eh  104 h Eh  104 h Eh  104 h
4 102.10 114.09 40.01 38.05
8 59.69 0.77 42.65 1.42 16.57 1.27 15.05 1.34
16 41.00 0.54 17.12 1.32 8.72 0.93 7.31 1.04
32 21.13 0.96 7.92 1.11 4.17 1.06 3.34 1.13
u = 1 in (2.5), it follows that ’ satises all the properties required in (D1), (D3), and
(D6) for p = 1=m. Furthermore, u satises the nondegeneracy condition (N.D.) and
m(Ωg;")  C", such that according to Remark 3.1 we are allowed to use hg as the
discrete initial data.
As data we take Ω  (−10; 10) and T = 1 so that the support of the solution
u is compactly contained in QT for p = 0:1; 0:3; 0:5; 0:7; 0:9: We consider a uni-
form space discretization and hence all the assumptions (D1){(D6) are satised. We
compute the solutions of the fully discrete problem with regularization, i.e., (P^
h;
" ),
for h = 20=J , J = 320 (10) 640. As (N.D.) holds and m(Ωg;")  C" we choose
 = 0:1h, " = 0:1h2(1−p)=(3−p) in accordance with (D5) and  = 0:1h4(3−p)=(13−7p),
" = 0:1h8(1−p)=(13−7p) in accordance with (D6) for p  0:5. The constant 0:1 was
chosen so that  and  were reasonably small on the coarsest mesh. The resulting
systems of nonlinear algebraic equations at each time step are solved by a modied
nonlinear SOR method, see [5], to an accuracy well below the expected discretization
error.
The error ku− U^"kL2(QT ) is approximated for practical purposes by
Eh 
"
1
N
NX
n=1
ju( ; n)− u^h;n" ()j2h
#1=2
;
where N  T = 1 < (N + 1) . It follows from (3.3a), a bound similar to (4.14a),
(4.3), and (4.14a) for k = 1 and noting that u 2 C(QT ), where  = minf 11−p ; 2g,
that
[Eh]2  Cjhu− U^L" j2L2(QT ) + C2j@t(hu− U^L" )j2L2(QT )
 Cju− U^"j2L2(QT ) + Cj(I − h)uj2L2(QT ) + CjU^" − U^L" j2L2(QT ) + C2
 Cju− U^"j2L2(QT ) + Ch2 + C2:
Noting Theorem 4.3, we see that the approximation Eh is of sucient accuracy.
We estimate the rate of convergence of Eh by setting
h =
ln[E2h=Eh]
ln 2
:
Inspecting Tables 5.1 and 5.2 we see that the actual convergence rates for the approx-
imations U^" are better than that predicted by the theory, which appear in the tables
next to the corresponding assumption, i.e., h = 2=(3 − p) and 8=(13 − 7p) under
assumptions (D5) and (D6), respectively (the latter being restricted to p > 1=3). It
should be noted though that the actual convergence rates have not yet settled down,
especially for smaller values of p.
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TABLE 5.2.
h−1 p = 0:7 p = 0:9
(D5) 0.87 (D6) 0.99 (D5) 0.95 (D6) 1.19
Eh  104 h Eh  104 h Eh  104 h Eh  104 h
4 35.34 30.85 33.27 26.15
8 15.42 1.20 12.19 1.34 14.31 1.22 9.41 1.47
16 7.15 1.11 5.08 1.26 6.58 1.12 3.55 1.41
32 3.44 1.06 2.20 1.20 3.14 1.07 1.39 1.35
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